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Since the launch of the Global Burden of Disease project in 1990, the emphasis placed on common causes of mortality has shifted to chronic disabling conditions, with mental disorders emerging as one of the major cause of years living with disability (YLD). Unipolar major depression was predicted to be the second leading cause of disability-adjusted life years (DALYs) by 2020. At that time, the level of evidence was very limited, particularly in low and middle-income countries, where no or very few comparable data were available. Most population-based studies were conducted in Western developed countries.¹

Most of what was said in the 1990s continues to be applicable in Brazil, as shown is this systematic review and meta-analysis by Silva et al.² The authors have undertaken an important effort to update the scenario of depression morbidity among Brazilian adults by demonstrating the high prevalence of depression in the country. The review underlines that most of the 27 retained studies were conducted in urbanized areas and in states of the Southeast and South regions. This may have somewhat reproduced the global situation, as most studies on the impact of depression are still being conducted in wealthier regions.³

The scarcity of high-quality data from Brazil may explain the authors’ decision to include not only studies that used diagnostic instruments, but also studies that used symptom scales to screen for depressive morbidities. Indeed, 11 different screening tools were used to assess depression morbidity. Using such symptom scales may inflate the overall prevalence rate of depression, due to high sensitivity, with an impact on the accuracy of the estimate.³

High heterogeneity was found across the available estimates of depression in Brazil.² It is hard to decide whether this heterogeneity was due to methodological between-study variability (such as a plethora of symptoms scales and differences in the age and sex profiles of the surveyed samples) or to substantive differences in the estimate that would be expected in a continental country such as Brazil, with huge cultural diversity.

The authors attempted to address this issue by advocating the need for standardization of future research with a validated tool in a nationwide survey. We share this opinion, but one should not neglect potential pitfalls of such an undertaking. Important initiatives, such as the World Mental Health Survey (WMHS) Consortium, endeavored to overcome this methodological concern.³ Despite this multi-country effort to standardize diagnostic criteria, interview procedures, and quality control, the prevalence estimate of major depression varied considerably between WMHS surveys. Even in this cross-national survey, it was not possible to decide whether these differences were true or methodologically driven.⁴

Certainly, the challenging proposal of expanding data coverage with a validated tool in less under-represented populations is an urgent need. Regarding data coverage, the suggestion of using the well-known population-based data source on housing, migration, education, employment, and fertility in Brazilian, the National Household Sample Survey (PNAD, IBGE),⁵ is appealing. This idea is in line with suggestions advanced by the investigators of the GBD 2010 project (e.g., Baxter et al., 2013⁶) of including measurements of psychiatric morbidity into global surveillance systems to monitor the major causes of disability. Though this proposal is crucial, given the scarcity of data on mental morbidity, the lack of standardized indicators for the large group of mental disorders, as pointed out by Baxter et al.,⁶ hampers the development of a comprehensive global health agenda.

This systematic review has put in perspective that much remains to be done in Brazil regarding our knowledge of the impact of depression on the population. Besides broadening coverage to other regions in order to enable between-region comparisons associated with data on clinical relevance, next steps in Brazil could include exploration of minority populations (e.g., indigenous and riverine populations) and micro-areas with particular socio-cultural aspects.

Furthermore, taking advantage of the established framework of the PNAD – a nationwide and urban-rural representative survey covering approximately 150,000 households and over 350,000 individuals across the 27 federal units of Brazil and nine metropolitan areas – may provide improved information on chronic conditions, a topic in which mental illness deserves a central place.
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